Modifications increasing the efficacy of recombinant vaccines; marked increase in antibody titers with moderately repetitive variants of a therapeutic allergy vaccine.
Development of vaccines targeting important self-molecules like tumor antigens, IgE, cytokines or other regulatory molecules, brings about challenges that are not met in classical vaccine development. Tolerance inducing mechanisms reduce the levels of therapeutic antibodies in the vaccinated subject, and anti-self antibody titers are frequently more than 50-fold lower than the anti-non-self response to the carrier. In order to overcome this limitation in efficacy we have explored various methods to enhance the immunogenicity of the vaccine antigen. Vaccination with a molecule containing two IgE Cepsilon3 domains and thereby a low level of repetitiveness markedly increased the efficacy. The anti-IgE antibody titers in the animals treated with the dimeric vaccine antigen were 4.5, 5 and 8 times higher than in the animals treated with the monomer, in three independent experiments. In addition, this increase in efficacy was not masked by the use of potent adjuvants. The effect persisted even in the presence of Freunds or Montanide ISA 51, two mineral oil based adjuvants. This in contrast to most Toll-like receptor (TLR) agonists, which appear to enhance the immune response only when administrated together with weak adjuvants. This clearly shows that the introduction of a moderately repetitive structure is enough to substantially increase the efficacy of a therapeutic vaccine.